Abstract. We identify a large class of Orlicz spaces L Φ (µ) for which the topology
Introduction
The notion of coherent risk measures was introduced by Artzner et al in [4] . It was later extended to the more general notion of convex and monetary risk measures (see e.g. [13, Chapter 4] and the references therein). An important topic in the theory of risk measures is to study when the measures under investigation admit certain robust representations, and as risk measures have convexity, a lot of efforts have been devoted to the more general study of representations of proper convex increasing functionals. (1) Any convex increasing functional φ : L ∞ (P) → R admits the representation φ(f ) = sup Q ∈(L∞(P) * ) + ( Q, f − φ * (Q)) for any f ∈ L ∞ (P), where φ * (Q) = sup f ∈L∞(P) ( Q, f − φ(f )) for any Q ∈ (L ∞ (P) * ) + .
Such representations have been extensively studied by various authors for function spaces beyond L ∞ (P), as most models in finance and insurance mathematics involve unbounded random variables; see e.g. [2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 14, 19, 21] . In particular, Theorem 1.1 (1) has been fully generalized to proper convex increasing functionals on Banach lattices ([8, Theorem 4.1]) and on Frechet lattices ([5, Theorem 1] ). The extension of Theorem 1.1(2) is subtler. It requires a suitable generalization of Delbaen's Fatou property using the lattice theory terminology. Note that the boundedness of a sequence (f n ) in L ∞ (P) has two equivalent interpretations: norm boundedness, or order boundedness (i.e. there exists F ∈ L ∞ (P) such that |f n | ≤ F for all n ≥ 1). Note also that a sequence in a function space is order bounded and a.e. convergent iff it is order convergent. In view of these, the authors of [5] interpreted the conditions in Delbaen's Fatou property as f n o − → f in L ∞ (P), and established the following result which has received significant attention in the mathematical finance literature. 
The C-property introduced in [5] can be equivalently rephrased as follows. Definition 1.3. [5, Definition 3] A linear topology τ on a vector lattice X is said to have the C-property if for any convex set C in X and any x ∈ C τ , there exists a
It was claimed in [5, Corollary 4] that the topology σ(X, X ∼ n ) has the C-property whenever X is an ideal in some L 1 (µ)-space, and in particular, when X is an Orlicz space over a finite measure space ( [5, p. 18] ). However, as was observed in [22, Remark 1.5] , the proof of [5, Lemma 6 ] has a gap, and thus it is not clear whether σ(X, X ∼ n ) has the C-property even when X = L ∞ (P) or other Orlicz spaces. As a consequence, it is not clear whether Theorem 1.2 extends Theorem 1.1 (2) .
In this note, we prove that if the conjugate function Ψ of an Orlicz function Φ satisfies the ∆ 2 -condition, then the topology
As a consequence, Theorem 1.2 does not extend Theorem 1.1 (2) . We also establish a variant of the C-property for Orlicz spaces L Φ (µ) with
= ∞ with respect to the w * -topology, and apply this variant to establish a w * -representation theorem for proper convex increasing functionals on such Orlicz spaces that extends Theorem 1.1 (2) . It deserves pointing out that our result suggests that one may understand the boundedness condition in Delbaen's Fatou property as norm boundedness.
Notations and Facts. We refer to [1] for all unexplained terminology, notations and standard facts on vector and Banach lattices. It is well-known that the norm dual, X * , of a Banach lattice X equals its order dual, We refer to [11, Chapter 2] for all the terminology and facts on Orlicz spaces used in this note. Throughout this note, µ (resp. P) stands for a σ-finite (resp. probability) measure over some measurable space (Ω, F ). Recall that a function Φ : [0, ∞) → [0, ∞] is called an Orlicz function if it is left continuous, increasing, convex and non-trivial and Φ(0) = 0. We say that an Orlicz function Φ satisfies the ∆ 2 -condition at ∞ (resp. at 0) if there exist u 0 ∈ (0, ∞) and k ∈ R such that Φ(2u) < kΦ(u) for all u ≥ u 0 (resp. for all u ≤ u 0 ). The conjugate, Ψ, of Φ is also an Orlicz function and is defined by Ψ(s) = sup{ts − Φ(t) : t ≥ 0}. The Orlicz space L Φ (µ) is the space of all a.e. real-valued measurable functions f (modulo a.e. equality) such that 
The spaces L Φ (µ) and H Φ (µ) are Banach lattices.
Results
In this section, we will consider only dual Orlicz spaces L Φ (µ). Recall that Ψ is finitevalued iff lim t→∞ Remark 2.1. Recall from [5] that the weak topology on a Banach lattice X satisfies the C-property. Indeed, if C is a convex set in X and x ∈ C w , then by Mazur's theorem,
x ∈ C w = C · , so that there exists a sequence (x n ) in C such that x n − x → 0.
Now [16, Lemma 3.11] or [5, Lemma 4] yields a subsequence (x n k ) of (x n ) such that
Theorem 2.2. Let Ψ be the conjugate of the Orlicz function Φ. Suppose either Ψ satisfies the ∆ 2 -condition at 0 and ∞ or "µ is finite and Ψ satisfies the
Proof. Observe that Ψ is finite now (cf. [ 
* , and thus the topology 
is a KB-space, we have that
The C-property yields a sequence (x n ) in W such that Proof. We first observe that L Φ (µ) contains a positive function f 0 which is everywhere non-zero. Indeed, since Φ is not identically ∞, it is easily seen that χ A ∈ L Φ (µ) for any measurable set A of finite measure. By σ-finiteness of µ, we can decompose Ω = ∪ n A n where all A n 's have finite measures. Now take a sequence (δ n ) of small enough positive real numbers such that n δ n χ An converges in L Φ (µ), then f 0 := n δ n χ An is as desired. This idea, in junction with [11, Theorem 2.1.14(b)], also yields that H Ψ (µ) contains a positive function g 0 which is everywhere non-zero.
Being order continuous, 
Consequently, there exists a net ( (1) φ is w * -lower semi-continuous.
Proof. The proof of (1)⇔ (2) 
the equivalence of (1) and (2), it is sufficient to prove that if φ * (g) < ∞ then g ≥ 0 a.e. Suppose, otherwise, that φ * (g) < ∞ but g < 0 on a set A of positive measure.
Without loss of generality, assume that A has finite measure, and put
for any real number λ < 0, we have λ f, g + f , g = λf +f , g ≤ φ
Letting λ → −∞, we get a contradiction.
Assume now (1) holds. Let f ∈ L Φ (µ) and (f n ) be a norm bounded sequence in
1 Indeed, for any g ∈ H Ψ (µ) and any ε > 0, by [1, Theorem 4.18] , there exists f 0 ∈ L Φ (µ) + such that
here we use the identity a − a ∧ b = (a − b) + . Therefore,
− − → f , we have that f n ↓ 0. Therefore, it follows from
∼ n , it follows that |f n − f | ∧ f 0 , |g| → 0, and therefore, lim sup n f n − f, g ≤ ε. By arbitrariness of ε, we obtain that lim n f n − f, g = 0. This proves the claim. Now by w * -lower semi-continuity of φ, we have φ(f ) ≤ lim inf n φ(f n ). This proves (1)⇒(3). Suppose now (3) holds. For the implication (3)⇒(1), we need to prove that the set A λ := {f ∈ L Φ (µ) : φ(f ) ≤ λ} is w * -closed for each λ ∈ R. Observe first that each A λ w * -REPRESENTATIONS OF RISK MEASURES 7
is convex. Hence, by [12, Theorem 4 .44], in order to prove it is w * -closed, it is sufficient to prove that A λ ∩ mB is w * -closed for each m ≥ 1, where B is the closed unit ball of L Φ (µ). Indeed, for any f ∈ A λ ∩ mB w * , Theorem 2.3 yields a sequence (f n ) in A λ ∩mB such that f n a.e.
− − → f . It follows from assumption that φ(f ) ≤ lim inf n φ(f n ) ≤ λ, so that f ∈ A λ . By the standard fact that closed balls are w * -closed, we also have that f ∈ mB, and therefore, f ∈ A λ ∩ mB. It follows that A λ ∩ mB is w * -closed.
Remark 2.5. The condition lim t→∞ Φ(t) t = ∞ is very mild. For example, when considering Orlicz spaces on a probability space (Ω, F , P), which is a frequently used framework in Mathematical Finance, this condition is satisfied whenever L Φ (P) = L 1 (P) (cf. [11, Proposition 2.2.6(1) and (2.1.21) on p. 48]). We also mention that the space L 1 [0, 1] is excluded for a good reason: it is never a dual space.
Finally, we remark that most of our results hold in the general framework of Banach lattices; here we need to replace a.e. convergence with the notion of unbounded order convergence, which is recently developed in [15, 16, 17] .
